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ABSTRACT, A theory has been worked out on the ba*sis of molecular motion to 
determine the absorption and internal dispersion of optical and elastic waves. The 
present available data on the supersonic absorption have been explained. A general 
broadening of the lines in the diffraction spectra obtained by the wave field grating has 
been noled and Shtisfactorily explained on the basis of a range of elastic wave velocity. 
The broadening of the spectral lines obtained with the help of a plane diffraction grating 
has also been noted and attributed to the effect of molecular motion in the liquids.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The velocity of the elastic waves is determined by the relation,
16
V^  = dpldp^-\ (l)
where, P is the adiabatic compressibility. In the case of a gaseous medium, 
the relation works out in the simple, well known form,
where, y is the ratio of the specific heats. These relations bring out the 
important and verified characteristic property that the sound velocity is inde­
pendent of the frequeacy of waves, unlike the optical waves. The above 
relations have been obtained without any associated relation for the absoi ption 
of the waves, as is usual for the optical case. A  relation determining the 
absorption was given by Stokes (1845), on the basis of the equation of motion 
of a viscous medium, in the form.
a/v* (2)
where, * is the absorption coefficeut per unit length, rj the viscosity coefficient 
and V is the freciuency of the wave motion. The method of procedure, 
however, does not give a corresponding relation for the velocity of the 
waves. The relation indicates that a should be proportional to v* or that 
«/v“ should be a constant for different frequencies. The experimental findings 
are that */v* is independent of frequency for a medium, but the magnitude of 
the constant is generally a multiple of the Stokes’ constant. The experi­
mental values of this Stokes’ constant multiplier, M, varies from i  to the
order of looo in the case of different substances. No justifiable explanation 
of this has been forthcoming, although attempts to explain it by the principle 
of relaxation mechanism have been made by different workers on the lines of 
Dutta and Ghose (1937^ 3^  ^ Kneser, 1938). Further, it has been experimentally 
observed (Rapuano, 1947; Biquard, 1935 ; Willard, 1941) that liquid carbon-bi­
sulphide, which has the Stokes muliplier as 1500 in the region iipto i 
megacycle per second has a droj> in the ainouilt of c^jv^ by i/5th, in the 
region of 100 megacycles per second. In the case of acetic acid (Pikerton 
1948), the value of shows a rapid increase with decreasing frequency,
the magnilude being about 3000 x e.g.s. units in the region of a few
megacycles. The Stokes constant would be only of the order of a few units of 
10"  ^ e.g.s. units.
An important clue to the explanation of the whole phenomenon is the 
associated breadth of the spectral lines obtained by the method of Debye and 
Sears (1932), where diffraction spectrum is produced by the elastic wave field 
grating. It might have been noticed by all workes in the line that, wherehas, 
water with the Stokes multiplier as 3, has very sharp spectral lines, CS2, 
with the Stokes multiplier as 1500 has very diffuse and broad lines. Benzene, 
with a Stokes multiplier of about if)o, has a breadth of the spectral lines in 
between them. One possible cause of this spreading of the spectral lines might 
be a range of variation of the velocity of the elastic waves and this would 
mean that a liquid with a large absorption coefficient or rather with a large 
Stokes multiplier has a large range of variation of the wave velocity. Such 
a varied range of velocities, in the case of substances, with different magnitudes 
of the vStokes multiplier has been obtained below on theoretical grounds. 
The spreading of the velocity may be termed as internal dispersion.
In order to substantiate internal dispersion and explain absor]jtIon, 
relations have been obtained for the elastic wave velocity and the absorption 
coefficient, on the basis of molecular motion, very similarly to the procedure 
adopted for the treatment of the optical wave velocity and absorption, on the 
basis of electronic motion.
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The usual optical relation,
D = K E
where, D, is the electric displacement, E  is the electric field, and K ,  the 
dielectric constant, is determine by the relation K  =  C ^ /  has a correspond­
ing relation in elastic weaves, when we set equation (1) in the form,
d p / p - K d p / p  ... (3)
Here d p i ' p  and d p j p  denote the relative displacement and relative
pressure change, and/v , may be termed as the dielastic constant.
6—x8o2P— 3^
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When 7v==i, we have V^  = pjp, in the ideal conditions when relative displace­
ment would be equal to the relative pressure change. In optics under such 
ideal conditions, one has = determining the velocity of the light in 
vacuum.
A convenient method of finding the velocity of light in ordinary matter 
is to consider the polarisation in the medium, due to electric held and set up 
an equation for the electric displacement in terms of the incident field and the 
polarisation. Thus, we take up the optical relation,
D ^ K E  = E ’¥47tP
such that 47tP ^ K E ,  is the effective field in the medium to have an 
equivalent displacement. When we are able to express the polarisation in 
terms of the electric field, such that, D = E{i we have solved the optical 
problem, in as much as we have equated K  to t +8, and the velocity of the 
light waves becomes determined.
In the relation (3), namely, dpjp^Kdpjp
the quantiy Kdp is the modified pressure change, which has an equivalent 
relative displacement. We may consider the nett effective d/>, in producing 
an eqivalent displacement, as the sum of the actual pressure change dp 
together with a polarisation pressure due to dp, similarly as in the case 
of light. This enables one to set,
= +polarisation pressure due to : ... (4)
The velocity of the elastic waves would be obtainable from the value of 
K,  when the polarisation pressure due to dp could be explicitly expressed in 
terms of measurable quantities, with dp as a factor.
The polarisation pressure could be obtained, when we are able to write 
the complete equation of motion in terms of molecular motion. This would, 
naturally, involve the polarisation pressure as one of the terms in the equation 
of motion. In order to proceed to write the equation of motion, we consider 
a layer of the fluid with an area of unit cross section. We consider the extra 
force per unit area dp, acting on any surface inside the medium, as equivalent 
to the extra force on the N molecules attached per unit area, each with 
a mass Sn’, together with a force of excitation of the molecules to 
different states, depending on the respective probability factors and some 
preventive or polarising force per unit area. The polarisation may be con­
sidered to be caused by the changes in the condition of stress of the medium 
with time. If we regard the displacement due to dp, in any direction, as 
we may set the equation of motion in the form,
polarisation pressure—excitation loss=N.m . (5)
We have not considered, yet, the force of friction and the force of restitu­
tion acting on the molecules. When these are also taken into account, we 
obtain the complete equation of motion.
The extra force on unit area due to the polarisation, is produced by 
the time rate of change of stress at a point, and acts only during a 
change of the conditions of stress and vanishes when the change 
in the stress condition is made to disappear. As is well known, 
the stress components in a fluid medium is measured in terms of the 
time rate of change of displacements of the elements and not in terms 
of the displacements as for solids. This lejids one to presume that 
the polarisation pressure contribution of dp ihould be considered as 
proportional to the irniuessed acceleration of the pai tides. Regarding 
the pofarisation force, it is also evidently proportional to the total number 
of particles per c.c., and to a polarisation coefficient, One may thus
set the polarisation force per unit aiea as Similarly, the loss of
pressure due to excitation is expressible in the form -  We have
here  ^ as the excitation coefficient and P(Nm) involves the polarisation 
coefficient and the number of molecules per c .c ,. One has also to take into 
account the force of restitution and the force of resistance acting on the 
particle. These forces acting on the molecules are expected to have a large 
or small range of variation depending on the structural character of the 
molecules involved. These forces will act in a direction opposite to the 
direction of polarisation, helping the particles to return to the status quo,
i.e,, of motion. Further, the force of restitution will involve the same 
function of $ as the polarisation and the force of resistance will contain the 
time rate of change of the function of i- involved in polarisation. One may, 
thus, set the complete equation of motion in the form,
{ d p - P i N ,
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or {dp + Nmf^ + N m g~  £) — P(N, + «)
dt
(6)
where / and g are the coefficients of restitution and friction and will have a 
range. Since, further, P(N, 7}i) is determined by the number of molecules 
per c.c. and by a polarisation coefficient, one may set
PiN, m)—N,m,q
for a gaseous medium and for any other medium, wuth a density ratio com­
pared to the particular gaseous state as R, one has the general relation
P(N, mj^R.N.m,q. (7)
For a particular gaseous state q involves constants specifying the number 
of molecules and their masses and a polarisation constant. The polarisation 
constant is expected to be dependent upon the temperature and to fix upon R, 
one has to take the different states under similar conditions of temperature. 
The equation of motion (6) may, then, be expressed in the form.
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(dp'  ^ Nmg - R q N — N m ii i  +  a)
di
(6a)
( )iie may determine the unknown polarisin^  ^ coefficient q by studying 
the problem from another point of view. Let us consider the gaseous state, 
with R as unity. The total impressed energy will give rise to the energy 
of motion and excitation together with the energy of polarisation in the 
form of fluid strains. The polarisation part is a sort of conservation or 
storing up of energy that comes into existence only when there is a strain 
variation. When the energy is supplied at constant volume, the strain 
energy part remains unchanged and the polarisation term vanishes. The 
input energy, C\dT, would be measured in terms of eneigy of motion and 
excitation only. Gradually, as the associated strain variation is established, 
the input energy, CpdT. would be measured in terms of energy of motion 
and excitation, as also by the polarisation energy. Thus we have the right 
hand side of the above equation (6a), as a measure of L, rfT, the term in 
the parenthesis as a measure of Cpdl\  and the polarisation term qNm^ as 
a measure of iCp — C,,) dT. This is in accordance with the accepted idea, 
that the specific heat at constant volume is a measure of the energy of motion 
CadT, together with the energy of excitation C\dT,  Indeed, it is the 
frequency dependence of C\dT, that gives rise to the principle of relaxation 
phenomenon. For our present treatment, we disregard the consideration 
of the frequency dependence of the specific heat at constant volume, that is, 
we consider ^ as frequency independent. Since qN)ii$ is a measure 
of the energy difference )dl\ the above relation immediately indicates
that when = i + we would have, Cp—2Cr. This gives us,
where, y, is the ratio of the specific heats. We have thus, determined the 
unknown polarising coefficient f/, at any temperature, in terms of y, the 
ratio of the specific heats of a particular gaseous state of the matter con­
cerned, even when we arc treating the case of a liquid state. We have, 
then, the polarising piessure in the form,
and the equation of motion becomes.
dp=^Nmii  +  — N w g '—  ^
di
With a periodic change of pressure dp = dpo,e^ ^^ y and the associated displace­
ment as one obtains, immediately.
dp/Nvt___
(l + «){i + R ( y - i)}u>*—/«* —
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and thus, one may set the polarisation pressure,
— P(N, m) =^‘ R(i + « ) ( 7 ~
_ _ Vj  ■*■ * '  __  fo\
(i + “){i + R ( y - i ) } - f —igm
If we consider n as the elastic index of refraction and k as the coeffi­
cient of absorption per unit wavelength, we have, in view of relation 4^), 
the di-elastic constant K  as,
K  =  l « - f h \ ^  =  \ r  - ____ K ( 7 -D ( r + ^ )  I
L ( 1 + a){i + /'J(Y-i)
The real part of the di-elastic constant would be given by,
P I P - ,  +- )^[(l + «){l + K( y- l )\- f ]
(0)
R(y~ i ) ( t
T 4* a){ I + /v^ (y -  1 )} — / + O^)'
where,
For liquids, we would have the approximate relation,
j^ M = / / (T + a )R (y -i)
Thus, wc have,
h i p  _  fl + a) — / +
1/2 (x + <x) - / +  V ’ -f (t 4 « ) R ( y -  i)
or
P ^
where, F = //(i + «),
C>*=g'^l{i + o‘ l ’=g V (i
with G=g"Hi+'x]
( 1 0 )
• Toa) 
(11a) 
fix)
(12)
The imaginary part of the di-elastic constant K determines the absorption 
coefficient k. We have by equating the imaginary parts, in relation (9).
2nfe =
R (y-  i)(i + a)^ (,
Utilising the relations ( i i a )  and ( j o )  we have 
r ( i  +  “ ){ i +  jR(7 - i ) } - / ] *  + je*<»*=P ^ 1 (1 + « ) - /  +
X [( i-f
Thus, we obtain.
2nfe= P R (y -t )U  + ’^ )g>^
p V m i  + «)-/-^g'V}[(I-^a){I-^/^(y-I)) - / ] • •• (13)
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For a liquid, ueglectiog i and /, compared to R{y—i), the relation reduces to,
2nk = ... (13a)
Thus the absorption coefBcicnt k per unit wave length would be given by,
—
27Tpg^ V^
2npV‘^ {i {14)
where the coclhcients  ^ V , G , g " ,  etc., arc defined by the relation (12). The 
absorption coefficient per unit distance, would be determinable from,
a/v“= = npg
Vv « / ) r ( i - F + G V ) —  (1 5 )
\ N A L Y  S I S O F  T H B T K O R Y  A N D  1' H T?
E X r  f; R I M E N T A L D A T A
When we neglect the effect of the small quantities F  and G the 
velocity equation (tt), immediately reduces to the gas velocity equation (la). 
It also gives us the so far undeterminable liquid pressure, by the approximate 
relation,
/>=-' R(y~i)
111 the case of liquids, with F® of the order of 10’®, i?(y—i) of the order of
3. io“, the pressure comes out of the order of 30 atmospheres, and n the 
clastic index of refraction ip liquids about 5.10“ ®. For gases, the elastic index 
of lefraction would be given by,
■ p v
When we take the small quantities F  and G into account and take 
note, that both of them are likely to have a large or small range of values, 
about the mean, depending upon the structure and constitution of the 
molecules, the Eq. (ii) indicates that the velocity will have a range about its 
mean value, which may be termed as internal dispersion.
There is no sense, however, in absorption coefficient having a range of 
values. It will be experimentally deteimined by its maximum value only. The 
observed intensity will always be the lowest possible intensity, as reduced by 
the molecules moving under the largest value of the force of friction.
The absorption equation (15) is in complete accord with a constant value 
of «/v* for smaller values of w, and is very similar to the Stokes relation (a). 
On comraring these two equations, we may write,
' 3PV  ^ npV^
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(i6)
Thus the coefficient is determinable by the relation,
3P
As the viscosity coefficient, rj, has only an average value, the value of g\  
thus determined would give us only the average vajue. The experiineiital value 
of a/v^  will, however, give us the maximum value of g", and one may consider 
that the range of extension of g" from its mean value is given by the Stokes 
multiplier M. This would be more apparent whan we consider the siruclure 
of different molecules and their M values, as discussed in detail in experi­
mental paper on ‘Internal dispersion', which follojpvs.
It is possible, now, to calculate the mean value g", from relation fi6) 
above. For a liquid like CS2 the value of g'' comes out about 3.10*”  ^ The
value of g"max would be fixed up by M.g", where M is the vStokcs multiplier. 
With a Stokes multiplier of 1500 for CS. (Pinkerton, i949)» one gets its 
gm«x = 4-5 X and the corresponding value of G is given by the relation,
= 3x10"
The relation (15), with such a value of G gives the fall of «/v* to i/sth 
its value, when the frequency changes from t o *  to t o *  c.p-s. It is, thus, in 
exact agreement with the experimental results of Rapuano, (1947) and others, 
that has been pointed out in the introduction.
Acetic acid would have a calculated mean g’’ value and the Stokes */v’ 
value, of the same order as that for CSa- The experimental value (Pinkerton, 
1948 and Bazulin, 1936) of «/v“. however, shows a very rajiid increase with 
decreasing frequency, and at about 10° c.p.s., it becomes nearly 1000 times 
as large as Stokes’ calculated value. It may be easily calculated with the 
help of relation (15), that with a Stokes multiplier of the order of 10*, which, 
from experimental data to date, is not at all an unlikely value, the characteris­
tics of the a/v“ variation with v, obtained ex|Terimcntally, would, be fully 
explained. A  small constant tail portion of the experimental results, however, 
remains unexplained. This may be reasonably attributed to the relaxation 
mechanism, having a maximum absorption, somewhere further up, in the 
high frequency region. Further, it gives one immediately that the usual 
character of the constant value, would be obtained, on the low frequency 
side, near about 5.10* cycles per second. The exr>eriment is worth trying.
The idea that the Stokes multiplier is to be regarded as giving the range 
of variability of g  or G is nicely corroborated from the internal dispersion 
of spectral lines, obtained by the Debye and Sears (1932) diffraction method. 
A  detail treatment of the subject is made in the experimental paper, that 
will follow. It is clear, however, from the velocity relation (ii), that an 
internal dispersion or a broadening of the diffraction spectra lines, would be 
very large for a substance like CSa, with an M value of 1500 and least for a liquid
A .  K .  b u t i a
like castor oil (Hunter, 1941, Pinkerton, 1949). with an M value of one only, 
although the magnitude of observed is nearly the same in the two cases. 
The experimental results on the width of the diffraction spectra lines, 
comidetely support this point of view, and one obtains the sharpest line with 
pure castor oil, whose breadth is actually fixed up by the Doppler broadening 
of the source only. With the other liquids, the Stokes multipliers and the 
spectral line widths are in good correspondence.
Further, even the large M value of CS.^ , in association with the mean 
G would not give the observed internal dispersion, at low frequencies, of 
the order of one or two megacycles, when it is calculated by the velocity 
relation t^ i). One has to regard that F  along with G would be of a 
variable character, determined b5^  the Stokes multiplier M, and this is quite 
reasonable to expect.
It may be pointed out, however, that as the mean value of G is of the 
order of 10“ '®, the dispersion of the mean velocity would not be obtained until 
the frequency region of to 10’ ‘ c.p.s., is reached. The experimental
results on mean dispersion, till now, is generally in agreement with this out­
come of the theory.
I N T E R N A L  D I S P E R S I O N  O F  O P T I C A L  W A V E S
The molecular motion in a fluid medium, with its associated variable 
forces of restitution and friction would also give rise to an internal dispersion 
of optical waves and thus, also, the associated broadening of the spectral lines 
obtainable, say, by a plane glass diffraction grating. Such an effect, with 
greater broadening of spectral lines in liquids with large M values, have been 
observed and is being reported to in a separate paper. The basic relations, in 
consideration of the molecular motion, will be obtained in the following :
Any molecule, 111 view of its relative positiou with regard to its neigh­
bours, will possess an instantaneous strong dipole moiiient p, say. The 
polarisation of the liquid, due to any furtlier rotation of the dipole molecule, 
caused by any incident electric field, will give rise to a contribution in the 
dielectric constant and thus, will have an effect on the optical wave velocity. 
If we consider the electric field in the direction of .v, the electrical polari­
sation in the same direction, caused by the rotation of the molecule, would 
be given by,
= ... (17)
w e r e , i s  the projection of the initial electric moment component on 
the .r axis, after it has been rotated by the electric field through any small 
angle fp. N  here denotes the number of molecules per cubic centimetre. 
This gives us the additional polarisation, besides the usual electronic polari- 
satiem, which plays the major part.
The equation of motion of the molecule would be obtained by taking 
the 2;*component of the torque on the molecule. In accordance with the 
usual form of the torque relation, we may write,
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•IG<p + 7FoV ... (i8)
Here <p is the angle of rotation, G and Fo^  determine the frictional force and 
the force of restitution, /, is the moment of ineitia of the molecule, and
F/ is the total electric field acting on the molecule. The total electric 
field in the liquid would be given by the relation,
3 3
(ig)
where and P,n stand for the electronic an^ molecular polarisation 
parts. The electronic polarisation part in liquids’ is known and we may set, 
(Slater and Frank, 1933)
(20)
where t' and m denote the electronic charge and the mass, w specifies the
incident f r e q u e n c y . S A T w i t h  ft* giving the coefficient of
3
of restitution and the coefficient of friction acting on the electron. 
Utilising the two polarisation expres.sions (17) and (20) and considering the 
incident electric field polarised in the a: direction, we may put the equation 
of motion in the form,
or +/(«))+247t/3 Npy(p]pp = Pp + lG^p-\-IFo''T
Taking V’ to be periodic with we have,
F*-<u® + »u)G
and, hence,
F®, in these expressions, is given by.
p .- 5 N i . ,» =  M h i M L t m a
r  —u> + tufjr
(i8a)
(21)
(22)
I'he additional contribution to the dielectric constant would be ^nPml 
and thus, we may write for the molecular part of the dielectric constant as,
^  _  47r(i /(g))SiVt
F "-0 i“ + tOlg
The numerator, which is a constant depending upon the substance, is smaller 
than the numerator of the electric part by a factor of the order of 10®, which 
is the approximate ratio of the molecular mass to the electronic mass. Thus 
the molecular polarisation will give rise to a small additional effect on the 
electronic effect and the calculated dielectric constant of a liquid medium, 
7—i8 jaP —3
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on the basis of electronic polarisation only needs to be corrected by a very 
small amount. The form of the complete dielectric constant, would, thus, 
be given by,
K - = i + 4^{Pe+Pm)lE^
_  ^  4 7 T ^ N t p A i + f M ) l l
(23)
The real i)art of the dieletric constant determines the value of —fe'^ , where 
n is the refractive index and k is the absorption coeflicient. When we 
neglect compared to n***, we may set,
>22 =  ^  a 4. 4^^  m(F^  -o>^ )
Here, w,. = the usual refractive index due to the electronic motion only, and
C n = - m p A { j + j ( A l L
Considering the molecular contribution as the change in the usual value of 
«=« 7pf obtained under the consideration of the electronic motion only, 
we have.
d(w^ j = 2nd« = 4n C jF ^-u r)
iF" ■“
or , C _C dA  _ ([V _ 4nCml^i
or, (24)dV  _ 2nCmln^
V F"~u>" + a iV '
c, in the above equations denote the velocity of light in vacuum, and 
we have,
The relation (24), above gives us the relative contribution of the 
molecular nioiion towards the optical wave velocity. When the coefiScients 
F and G have a range and have a sufficiently large value to make its 
contribution effective in measurements of the velocity, we will have a 
broadening of the optical spectral lines due to internal dispersion. The 
broadening would be greater for substances with larger variability of the 
F  and G values. In case, the F  and G values are ineffective compared 
to 10*, no such broadening of the lines will be expected. Further, it is 
expected, that although the rotational coefficients, treated in the optical 
case, might be of a completely different order from the corresponding 
coefficients treated in the elastic case, as they would involve the elastic 
preventive or polarising force, the range of variability, which depends on 
the molecular structure, would have a correspondence in the two cases, 
and would be guided by the Stokes' multiplier, M. Experiments with a 
plane diffraction grating show a broadening of the spectral lines corresponding
with the Stokes’ multiplier M . This indicates the effectiveness of the 
coefficients compared to the value of (I)^  They are being reported in a 
separate paper (Mukherjee, 1952) in this issue (p. 154).
The imaginary part of the diclectic constant will give us the value of the 
absorption coefficient k, in two parts deterniined by the relation,
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From the experimental finding that there is an internal dispersion of the 
optical waves, it appears that the coefficients f  and G are effective to 
some degree, and thus it is expected that there will be some measurable 
contributory part of the absorption coefficient due to  molecular motion. A  
proper estimate of this, however, could not be made yet.
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